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Abstract 
Architectural design and construction is rapidly changing through the extensive adoption of 
digital design, manufacture and assembly tools. Customized assemblies are paired and recombined 
to create unique spatial enclosures. These assemblies themselves contain of a hierarchy of individual 
parts, both generic and unique. It is therefore important to realize that if we are to effectively develop 
systems for customization at the design stage, we need to understand how assembly design works 
at a systemic level; an understanding of tolerance propagation, part geometry and their dynamic 
relationships. This in turn allows for smooth data translation from concept shape design [input] to 
fabrication/manufacturing [output]. These new praxis for managing manufacturing complexity, is 
rarely accessible to the end user. A need exists to develop methods that encapsulate both past 
knowledge and contemporary computational practice, applicable in the design and fabrication of 
customized housing and other complex product assemblies. 
Thesis Supervisor: Lawrence Sass 
Title: Assistant Professor of Architecture 
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Introduction 
Reason for the study 
As with any new technology, the adoption rate of personal fabrication will remain slow 
until such time that it is utterly simple to use, or the complexity is managed to the point where it is 
easier to self-construct than to outright buy a product. This makes it critical to document the 
associated performance of all experiments so that clear time, effort and ease-of-use assumptions 
can be made. 
This thesis is an attempt to document four studies that explored manufacturing, assembly 
and digital fabrication at various scales, inferring from these studies a set of guidelines for future 
applications to customized and personal fabrication at any scale. It supports transitional 
fabrication applications as we evolve towards a future self-constructing paradigm. 
Beyond the four discussed projects, my research works has focused on the use of digital 
fabrication technologies as a representational and prototyping tool from the macro urban to the 
micron scale applications in photonic display applications. 
Research question 
The exploration work identified the typical consideration stages present in the design and 
product development process, incorporating early digital and sketch representations into the 
development of more advanced mock-ups and working prototypes. 
Few studies have attempted to flesh out the application of all these available prototyping 
tools in an application driven primarily by design, customization and implementation intent. Where 
past studies focused on the finer nuances of the fabrication and manufacturing technologies, this 
thesis will attempt to encapsulate a broader view for the integration of these tools into the daily 
exploratory routine. It is imperative that the tools become more than merely representational 
devices in order to solve problems of complexity, scale and multidimensionality. 
Figurn 1 : My past fmap In cc#rcepit ta cmmtndon yiekled only -led artifacts. 
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Broad Overview 
The Center for Bits and Atoms has expended vast amounts of time and intellectual 
capital into making the notion of personal fabrication [Gershenfeld 20051 a tangible reality 
globally. It is therefore not surprising that the research work I am conducting with Professor 
Lawrence Sass on friction fit housing is a natural extension of the Fablab typology, one that is 
currently explored with research institutions in South Africa and possibly India in the near future. 
Figure 2: The Instant House variations [Sass] 
While this is reminiscent of component design systems, I have isolated three distinctly component 
processes that attempt to encapsulate current and future trends. 
1.3.1 I D  to 30  Construction: The Traditional Approach 
There exists no inherent representation of final geometry in the kit of parts. As with most 
applications in legacy construction, the assemblies lack machine like precision, and tolerance 
error propagation is managed manually with hand tools and excessive amounts of caulking. 
Furthermore, a range of materials and finishes make up the final product, assembled in an analog 
fashion relying on generic methods of shaping, cutting, molding and pouring into final artifact 
geometry. Traditional construction praxis currently relies heavily on these dated methods, which 
results in disproportionately high labor cost, variable quality control and excessive material waste. 
(a) 
construction 
d d p t i o n  
Figure 3: The structure of a house roof framed in a conventional method pass] 
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1.3.2 2D to 3D Construction: The Instant House variations 
The Instant house starts out its construction cycle as two dimensional planar part 
families, sequentially assembled to become a three-dimensional spatial enclosure. It is similar to 
the GIK [Gershenfeld 20051 research conducted in the CBA group, but more application specific 
to architectural enclosure. The system allows for a mono-material application with machined 
precision. Future product proliferations are set to compete with prefabrication processes, 
reducing unnecessary material proliferation and waste, and relying heavily on self-registration 
and sequential assembly. Three dimensional digital representations are reduced to two 





Figure 4: Description for digital fabrication of a roof framed with flat geometries [Sass] 
1.3.3 3 0  to 30: An Ideal future? 
This suggests a notion where the smallest construction unit is already a complete three- 
dimensional artifact, whether voxelized sub-assembly or solid bespoke part. The construction 
process never negotiates back and fourth between dimension, aiming for an effortless transition 
from digital to physical artifact. 
Direct 3D manufacturing and construction is an ideal application of current and future 
rapid prototyping processes. Griffith [2006] clearly shows the benefit of construction processes 
that scale from solid 3D printers like ZCorporation, SLA and FDM to full scale customizable unit 
masonry construction assemblies. This notion paired with current research technologies such as 
contour crafting [Khoshnevis 20041 will develop to a point where we will be able to maintain the 
30 integrity of the digital data right through the end of final assembly and on-site printing. Current 
application of these processes is limited by the machine and artifact scale relationship. It is 
imperative to develop a process1 machine that remain smaller than the final artifact. 
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Figure 5: Digital data kept in 3D format and exported to both scaled representation and full scale 
manufacturing Nodel: Kenfield Griffith; Illustration: www.contourcrafting.org] 
Past research 
The customization research I am conducting complements the application of the Wood 
Grammar House research [Sass, 20051. The intention is to develop a system that relates the 
CADICAM technologies to localized contexts, incorporating human emotion and vernacular 
expectation into the final design. This technological implementation attempts to successfully 
bridge the technology divide, allowing end users to actively engage with both process and 
machinery. 
Through transitional or phased implementations, community apprehension is alleviated 
through allowing them to take ownership of the process. This allows for a dynamic pairing of a 
localized micro-manufacturing methodology and other micro-marketing and finance initiatives 
currently underway. Ultimately, these micro manufacturing communities will become self- 
sustaining economic ecosystems. 
Beyond the global aspirations of transplanting an application of this kind, there exists the 
need for focused research on realizing the proposed design customization process. This requires 
a documentation of the current technical constraints and a simplification of the process from 
design inception to fabrication output. 
Overview 
As part of realizing this customization process at a future point, I will focus the analysis of 
my current and past research experiments on the importance of understanding digital assembly's 
relevance to architectural applications. No Generative system can evolve to a constructed reality 
without understanding the intricacies involved in tolerance propagation and optimization, three- 
dimensional registration or self-locater geometries, reduction of joint and part proliferations as 
well as structural efficiency. This holds true in any situation where a fabrication machine is utilized 
to manufacture a subdivided artifact larger than itself. 
I will explore 2D to 3D processes paired with associated analysis that support these 
methods and assumptions. Ultimately, the focus of the end user should be on proportion, 
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aesthetics and personalization, while the more complex processes works seamlessly in the 
background. 
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Background and Purpose 
Architecture, prefabrication and first attempts at mass-customization 
The basic premise of architectural design is customization, self expression and the 
celebration of individuality, even status, yet it is routinely rationalized or value engineered to the 
point where all traces of identity has been eradicated leaving only structural monotony in its wake. 
Gehry has been an active proponent against this type of behavior in both design and technology. 
[REF #] 
Toyo Ito's Serpentine pavilion in London proved that complexity could be aesthetically 
contained yet celebrated. This temporary structure provided an ephemeral weather shielding 
enclosure that consisted out of a structural mesh of folded and bolted steel, glass and cladding 
plates. The elegance of the structure completely distracted from the fact that the entire process 
fabrication was non -traditional [REF#]. Clearly these architectural follies remain the luxury of the 
affluent few. 
Figure 6: Gehry's Stata Center at MIT on the left and Ito's Serpentine Pavilion on the right [Stata 
image: http:lhnww.eecs.mitedu; Serpentine image: mrvw.artoftbstate.co.uk] 
2.1.1. Manufactured Housing 
This refers to homes produced in a factory setting as opposed to construction on the 
building site [Nutt-Powell 19821. Indoor manufacturing offers exceptional degrees of control over 
the production of high quality building components for global distribution. There are two types of 
manufactured housing available to consumers. The first are mobile homes that leave the factory 
as a complete building typically delivered on pre-cleared land. Prefabricated Housing 
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2.1.2. Prefabricated Housing 
The prefabricated home is built of physically large components, also delivered to a pre- 
cleared site, but finally assembled on the job site as oppose to the factory. Prefabricated or 
manufactured housing is not novel, unique or a result of recent progressive contemporary 
architectural thinking in any way. Some of the earliest references date back to 1624 with a 
panelized wood house shipped from England to Cape Ann. It was to provide housing for a fishing 
fleet. This was followed by the introduction of Swedish log cabin notching techniques in 1635 
[Arieff 20021, railway kit houses in 1849 and iron buildings shipped to British colonies in the late 
1 800's. 
Industrialization and rapid technological advancement lead to more ambitious attempts to 
develop factory-built housing products, with aesthetic considerations far removed from current 
offerings, no wonder then that Raymond Parsons said: 
"Prefab houses are ugly, inexpensive and functional" 
Arieff, refers to the history of prefabrication as "a long continuum of noble failures." 
This was in part due to the abstracted relationship between occupants, site and space during the 
design, manufacturing and implementation stages. The results were homes seemingly divorced 
from community or identity. Christopher Alexander, staunchly opposed to prefabrication, asserted 
that "the details of a building cannot be made alive when they are made from modular 
parts.. .modular panels tyrannize the geometry of the room" [Arieff 20021 
With the popularization of the Model T ford and, industrialized manufacturing techniques 
slowly started to influence the housing manufacturing industry y 191 0. Sears Catalogue housing 
shipped as mail-order kits from 1908-1940. These kits included all the house parts, instructions 
and even house paint. 
2.1.3. After WWI 
Le Corbusier Dom-lno house was a skeletal concrete self supporting frame that was 
developed in 1914 as a response to Europe's pressing need for housing after WWI. He went on 
to develop a number of mass-produced housing schemes and was instrumental in the 
development of the international style, directly influencing modern buildings over the subsequent 
decades. Adolf Meyer and Walter Gropius developed "Building-Blocks," a system of standardized 
flat-roofed housing, followed by Robert Tappan introduction of steel framed housing in 1927 and 
Buckminster Fuller precursor to the Dymaxion house. In 1929 General Houses Corporation 
started acting as a housing assembly company, ordering subassemblies from various part 
manufacturers, in line with Le Corbusier's analogy of the house-machine from 1931 : 
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"Eradicate fmm your mind any hard and fast conceptions in regard to the 
dwelling-house and look at the question fmm an objective and critical angle, and you will 
inevitably arrive at the "house-machine," the mass production house, available for 
everyone incomparably healthier than the old kind [and morally so, too] and beautiful in 
the same way that working tools and instruments which accompany our existence are also 
beautiful. " 
Pre Wll saw a range of prefabricated housing prototypes. A large number of these 
were exhibited as part of "the house of tomorrow" exhibition at the world fair in 1933. Both Frank 
Lloyd Wright and Walter Gropius developed designs during this period. The primary driver for 
these products was the need to meet the postwar housing demands. These products were 
essentially intended to be unsubsidized, achieved through economies of scale, financing ease 
and material innovation. 
2.1.4. After Wll 
Levittown in Pennsylvania [1948], the first neighborhood where 6000 prefabricated units 
were built, was the first definitive example of large scale housing development in the USA. At the 
same time Lustron Corporation developed an Enameled steel house which proved a failure as a 
result of its weight and cost [Davies 20051. These sites of utter replication were often balanced by 
elaborate and detailed interior decoration; a natural human response juxtaposed against the 
communities lack of architectural identity. 
2.1.5. Contemporary Applications 
New construction automation processes have resulted in a reframed interest in 
prefabricated design; focused on how these could effectively be applied to mass-customized 
housing products. Empyrean, Lovetann and Griffner Haus [24] [25] [26] are all developing unique 
strategies for the implementation of high quality prefabricated, yet customized offerings. All these 
prefabrication products unfortunately have potential shortfalls that urgently need to be addressed. 
Empyrean are focused on managing part proliferation in order to make more efficient use of their 
factory construction processes, a problem which is exacerbated due to their expanded taxonomy 
of consumer design offerings. This highlights the importance of creating a design taxonomy with 
specific systemic, systematic and constructible relationships. Lovetann [27], developed by 
Norwegian architecture firm Snshetta uses a frame based design platform, passing responsibility 
for design of infill penalization off to the clients architect or agent. This attempt does fall short of 
mass customization through prefabrication due to the fact that it is over-constrained. It also 
assumes a commensurate understanding of the systemic restrictions of the collaboration between 
frame and panel manufacturers. Griffner House, an Austrian manufacturer recently launched 
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three designed prototype houses. They focus on small, high quality product offerings directed at 
middle to high income families. 
2.1.6. Japanese Automation 
Japanese prefabricators have assimilated CNC manufacturing and customized lean 
production processes into their plants as standard, where human intervention is minimized to 
providing oversight only. Their core competency is single family detached houses for the middle 
to high income Japanese market. [Davies 20051 
2.1.7. Low Cost Applications 
Moladi, a housing manufacturer in South Africa, is creating affordable two bedroom cast 
in place concrete houses (49-62 sq.m) for various international applications [28]. Both internal 
and external walls are cast within one day, with services embedded in the formwork for in situ 
casting. A concrete tiled roof completes the structure. The project was conceived to address 
macro scale concerns over the availability of suitable construction resources, such as wood, steel 
and skilled labor. The Moladi houses are reminiscent of the sprayed concrete GasCon houses 
from Texas, which were implemented extensively in low cost housing initiatives in Jamaica, Iran 
and Mexico [29]. 
The GasCon houses utilized sprayed concrete walls, cast on the ground and then tilted 
upwards after 14 hours. At the other end of the spectrum, digital methods are extensively 
employed by Japanese prefabricators. The have all assimilated CNC manufacturing and 
customized lean production processes into their plants as standard, where human intervention is 
minimized providing oversight only. Their core competency is single family detached houses for 
the upper level Japanese market, designed and manufactured offsite and assembled on-site 
[Davies 20051. 
2. I .8. Emergency Housing 
A third type could be defined as manufactured emergency housing or rural village 
housing. These tend to be physically small, low quality, prefabricated housing built in a factory 
setting delivered by land and sea. Examples of this type include Shigeru Ban's Paper Log House, 
The Global Village Structure and the Ha-Ori Shelter by Joerg Student [Antonelli 20051. Ban 
created a paper log house assembly system successfully deployed in Kobe Japan, 1995. The 
same construction system was adapted to suit earthquake shelters in Kaynasli, Turkey in 1999. 
Ban's shape variation was driven by family size and stock plywood material availability, these 
partially prefabricated paper log houses requires 8-1 0 hours of on-site assembly. 
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2.1.9. Generative Processes 
There have been some noteworthy attempts to automate the design and client interaction 
components of the manufactured housing process. Jose Duarte developed a computational 
framework for the design and production of mass customized affordable housing. His dissertation 
developed a discursive grammar for architect Alvaro Siza'a Malagueira Houses [Duarte 20051. 
The discursive grammar was comprised of three parts, namely a shape grammar driving formal 
composition, a description grammar to discuss associated Meta requirements and a set of 
heuristics. The Shape Grammar was informed by Siza's design, whereas the descriptive 
grammar was based on Portuguese housing regulations. The heuristics was an attempt to have a 
comparative opportunity between the grammar artifacts and the desired design outcome. Duarte 
argued that cost control could be guaranteed through recourse to CAM processes in association 
with the development of a macro web interface that will engage with prospective clients to the 
effect of replacing the generic questioning done by an architect. The interface would then produce 
three-dimensional CAD geometry both for the client to review the design, but also as the first step 
of the manufacturing process. 
Past examples of generative methods using shape grammars [Stiny 19801 have 
produced house designs as spaces and forms only [Flemming 1986, Koning 1981, Duarte 20051. 
The Instant house combines concepts of prefabricated low cost design systems with those based 
on shape and a system for Digital Fabrication. 
2.1.10. An alternative approach 
All the aforementioned contemporary systems have a measured approach to 
customization. They employ a frame and cladding genealogy, material diversity and economic 
customization constraint, juxtaposed to the lnstant House that capitalizes on the mono-materiality 
thus maximizing opportunities for customization of surface, shape & subsequently space without 
adversely impacting economy or aesthetic control. 
The structural frame populated by surface cladding methodology is making way for a 
composite construction approach more akin to contemporary naval architecture than traditional 
automotive manufacturing references. The research in this paper explores two issues in design 
systems: computation and prefabrication. First consideration is new criteria for low cost design 
systems that allow for design variation as part of the generative process. These processes are 
evaluated quantitatively based on preset performance criteria [Stiny, 1980; Fuhrman, 20061 
2.2. Customizable products and product systems 
Product Customization is a result of dialogue between consumer and manufacturing 
operation or event, where the consumer or end user is allowed ultimate control over the outcome 
of his product. The point at which the end user takes control of the product is essential in defining 
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the degree of product control. Exiting forays into customization typically exploit a hybrid method, 
recombining existing standardized parts with a small taxonomy of customized parts in order to 
create the customized product. 
2.2.1. Fluidforms [30] 
This Austrian product design company has explored many novel ways to allow users 
control over the design of their products. One design interface translated blows to a punching bag 
into a unique lamp shade design. They also offer an interface that generates product variations 
based on scans of your fingerprints. This is very much a novelty trade fair item, allowing for very 
little user control. 
More applicable to my research is an interface they developed for customizing pepper 
grinders from their "My Drift" range. The user pre-selects one of five global variations with a rough 
price indication based on the pre-set parameters for volume, machine time and material use. 
Once a global variation is selected, you control the wave, twist and cuwes on the shape via slider 
controls. The virtual representation updates live while the user slides the controllers. Once 
content with your design, you can add it to the shopping cart, add an engraving of your choice 
and pay for it. The individually designed order ships two weeks later. 
2.2.2. Fruit Bowls 
Laser cut fruit bowls are not really a new phenomenon, and many designers have 
explored with the availability of new tools over the past few years. At product scale, the shape 
customization process allows greater freedom for evaluation and exploration, giving the designer 
the ability to produce a greater array of variations. These fruit bowls are not necessarily 
contemporary in nature, Stephen Fitz-Gerald's Art Nouveau laser cut fruit bowl [31] does little to 
push the boundaries of material or tool, and is considered a purely representational approach. In 
contrast to this, Ian Gonsher's laser cut maple fruit bowl [33] exploits the elasticity or flexure 
derived from deconstructing a rigid surface through the cutting process. The end result is a 
collapsible product that maintained enough aesthetic sensibility to be awarded an honorable 
mention at the ID student design awards. One could foresee that this system's shape could be 
customized by changing the base cutting pattern or operation that controls the flexure. In 
Contrast, the Galactica fruit bowl from Arik Levy [32], offers no such customization options, 
employing traditional ceramic manufacturing process. It is foreseeable that contemporary additive 
prototyping technologies can be used to produce customized ceramic products at large 
quantities. The per unit customization cost of these techniques unfortunately remains prohibitive 
in their current state. 
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Figure 7: Ian Gonsher fmii bowl [mmv.gonsherdesign.com] 
2.2.3. Furniture 
Custom furniture has long been the domain of hobbyists and carpenters worldwide. The 
introduction of new technologies has introduced different machine based design explorations, 
spawning a different breed of design explorer. Axel Killian's exploration with circular 
dependencies in the design of a plywood chair [Kilian 20061 uses advance parametric 
relationships in order to customize the chair shape based on a set of input parameters or design 
drivers. Every part in the system then updates accordingly and outputs to laser cutting files for 
fabrication in %" plywood. Noel Davis followed a more conventional approach for his undergrad 
thesis, constructing traditionally shaped or designed f u m  #Jte adaptation of existing 
and development of new joinery. techniques, comp Lbrication procsss. One 
distinct technique that is also oamnb~n m traditional 4s the small shims or pins 
added to and inbe-ing se#-locrting joint to mai 
. 
" T i m ~  mult is a produd range 
with a simplistic sensibility rarely matched. 
2.2.4. KvadratTiles [34] 
The reverse is also true, where constant repetit'iln of selfassembled press fit parts can 
be used to build surface or enclose space larger than itself. One existing example is the Kvadrat 
Tiles by Erwan and Ronan Bouroullec. These textile upholstered tiles snap together to form large 
internal 'curtain walls," while effectively showcasing the Kvadrat textile showroom's product line 
and material variation options 
While it is an exquisitely designed product from the leaders in French product design, the 
opportunities for customhth of this surface -in limited. It responds well to cosmetic 
variation in color and texture, but not strucbd or inherent form change. 
2.2.5. FLOR [35] - , 
These floor tiles offer a modular system akin to traditional commercial office carpets. The 
differenke is the opportunity for the cosmetic variation. The product line boasts an extensive array 
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of variations for color, texture and pattern. The pattern variations successfully parodies traditional 
pattern making and garners an acceptance for modular tiles far beyond the office cubicle. 
The most notable part of the FLOR product is the ability to use their online ordering 
system and FLOR Designer interface to develop a customized FLOR surface and price out 
multiple variations in real time. While this remains a non-structural2D application, its ease of use 
should be a good measure for similar product interfaces. 
2.2.6. At Play 
Examples of similar products are becoming more abundant. Purves 8 Purves in London 
[36] offer a cardboard frame for building grass or lawn seats. It requires self assembly of the 
structure, the addition of 63 gallons of soil and grass seed. This results in a permanent reshaping 
of your law surface into usable furniture. Design Wfihin Reach offers the Cardboard Activity 
House [37], allowing children do decorate, modify and enhance their play enclosure. The same 
company also sells the Space frame Builder Kit [38], a product more akin to the -building block 
methodology with four part variants that can be reconfigure to build life-size play structures. 
These aforementioned product border on the novelty offerings, but they do seem relevant in 
changing public opinion to customization and fostering creative development from an early age. 
Figure 8: Grass chair from Puwes & Puwes [Puwes 8 Puwes] [Left] 
Figure 9: The Space Frame Builder Kit and the Cardboard Activity House [mnw.dwr.com] [Right] 
It seems a natural extension to engage public with the self build cut-and-fold surface 
models distributed in the metropolis magazine for the Seaffle Library opening and the BMW's mini 
customization promotions. , -  
.I - ;t 
Assembly required: Customized Components and Parts 
The ability to allow for customization at part or component level, opens a whole new 
domain of product personalization opportunities. There are multiple thought streams on this topic, 
with two main approaches clearly delineated. One either makes unique custom parts on an 
individual basis such as what Ford did with the development of the GT and its Stereolithography 
engine parts, or you build the parts and components from generic finer modules or voxels like 
GIK [2005], a scalable fabrication system initially developed by Neil Genhenfeld and his daughter 
Grace. 
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In the application of 2D to 3D technologies, the GIK process is more relevant to the 
research I am conducting on scalable architectural and product applications. 
2.3.1. GIK 
The GIK system is a series of 2D pixels that interlock to form structural 3D voxels. The 
system is similar to Lego, but utilizes a snap fit interlocking assembly system that can easily be 
disassembled. This fabrication system can scale to manufacture objects from nano- to macro- 
scale through the scaling of the base pixel sizes, eventuality enabling us to self- or robotically 
construct an entire building out of a small taxonomy of parts. It is envisioned to become a building 
block in electronics, optics and joints, merely by varying the material type, scale and applicable 
cutting tools. The systems reversibility allows for complete recycling and waste reduction. 
2.3.2. GIK Tower 
Working with George Popescu and others, I have attempted to explore the boundaries 
and opportunities that the system currently offers for architectural scale assemblies. We 
developed a basic GIK cell phone tower. The initial structure suffered from severe tension and 
compression disparities. Kenneth Cheung successfully solved the inherent material constraints of 
the cardboard and wood with his hyperbolic tower explorations for the "How to make almost 
anythingn class. 
Figure 10: GIK Tower on the left; GIK assembly on the right [Gershenfeld] 
It was further envisioned that a more solid construction of a house or tower could be 
developed with the GIK system. The house remained a digital exploration, but the tower was 
explored as a possible entry into the MIT Mini Skyscraper competition. The design's random 
complexity was driven through a randomized CA script. Part sizes were driven by cutting and 
assembly time, resulting in a part count of about 38,000 parts to be self cut on two laser cutters 
over a period of 5 weeks. This was never fabricated at scale. 
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2.3.3. Lego 
Lego employs a similar building block approach, but the Lego part taxonomy has 
proliferated to the point of near custom building blocks for every other design. The online 
interface allows the user to design a unique Lego object, after which they can then order only the 
parts they want, giving the end user clear and decisive control over the content of his box. 
Additionally, they have imbedded sensors, motors and circuit into their building blocks, allowing 
an open source format for the manipulation of their product. Lego unfortunately does not scale 
and remains a toy in most applications. 
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3.0. Hypothesis 
3.1. The Contribution 
I aim to explore methods in which press fit construction could be applied to the creation of 
digitally fabricated customized products. The work explores the relevance of two-dimensional 
fabrication methods applied to complex three-dimensional assemblies. It further explores ways to 
manage and reduce the inherent complexity of these types of fabrication and assembly systems 
in order to make it more accessible to the end user while at the same time allowing for a bi- 
directional design process, with constant stages of intermediate digital and physical exploration. 
The research does not attempt to circumvent or disprove any current three-dimensional 
fabrication research, but rather add to the collective body of knowledge in order for personalized 
fabrication and self assembly to become feasible at a locally implemented level. 
3.2. The Expected Results 
The first research steps should yield that the initial applications for these two-three 
dimensional, self-assembly processes will be rather specific, but as the knowledge evolves 
parallel to commensurate three-dimensional processes, the need for a more critical 
understanding of detailed assembly as opposed to merely macro part configurations will be 
reaffirmed. 
Precision press-fit assemblies have a multitude of inherent benefit that is usually not 
tapped at the local implementation level. The ability to digitally construct complex shapes with self 
locating part geometries included from the outset, removes complex and tedious labor processes 
and makes the assembly intellectually accessible. 
Material choice and geometry opens new possibilities of self bracing assemblies that are 
structurally unique and scalable to manufacture enclosures suitable for habitation. These 
methods also acknowledge and respond to the complexity of machine artifact scale differentials, 
allowing end users to fabricate objects not necessarily limited by their machines scale. The 
research processes are aimed at reducing complex instruction, demystifying the process and 
capitalizing on the intuition of the designer-fabricator-assembler. 
The results will show that there exist entire bodies of untapped research into personal 
fabrication technologies that will encompass everything from joint design and material friction 
coefficients to stress and strain fields imbedded in snap-fit geometries and other self fastening 
joint assemblies. 
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4.0. Methods 
4.1. Introduction 
The research included various studies focused not only on understanding mechanical 
and static assemblies, but also the testing of a range of product assemblies at increasing scales. 
The first exploration was a shop front design and build project conducted with Lawrence 
Sass's Digital Design & Fabrication Class, and explored complex digitally manufactured 
component assembly, drawing on both parametric software tools, as well as varying scaled 
methods for testing. 
The fruit bowl project was initiated as more of a design parody for press fit construction 
and laser cut technology, but it inherently represents a series of concepts applicable to larger 
construction assemblies at a manageable scale for both performance and aesthetic evaluation. 
The lnstant House, a group project with the Digital Design Fabrication Group [DDFG] 
heralded my foray into full scale application of these digital design, fabrication and construction 
tools. The first prototype's successful completion in August 2005, laid the foundation for the 
subsequent stage of research into customized housing products, the first application tests being 
variations on the lnstant House. 
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4.2. Shop front exploration: The first customized assembly 
4.2.1. Experiment Outline: 
The shop front design exploration was the culmination of a semesters worth of 
experimentation in digital design fabrication under Professor Lawrence Sass in Fall of 2004. The 
preceding experiments included water jet press fit assemblies; scaled fabrication of non- 
Euclidean friction-fit room assemblies and small scale planar window and spider joint testing. 
This exploration was accompanied by a series of preceding digital exploration models, 
most of which started as two dimensional geometry, developed into full three dimensional digital 
assembly models. These assembly models were used to create the exported two- dimensional 
cut sheets for the laser cutter as well as the three dimensional Stereolithography[STL] files used 
for rapid prototyping in both the ZCorporation powder printer and the Stratasys Fused Deposition 
Modeler [FDM]. 
Each exploration revealed different intricacies and findings related to larger scaled 
assemblies from digitally manufactured parts. 
4.2.2. Models: 
The shop front exploration started with the macro opening geometry provided in both an 
analog and digital format. This geometrical or spatial reference was then used to construct a 
parametric model that would sufficiently cover the said opening, while adhering to some basic 
architectural performance criteria such as aesthetics, enclosure and weatherproofing. 
Multiple shape design iterations were tested in a digital format prior to divulging into the 
detail joint, structural and planar geometry design and subdivisions. Once these satisfied the 
basic aesthetic nuances of the project request, the same geometry was extended to drive the 
parametric model that would include the interactive joint designs which formed the linkage 
between the structural ribs and the automatically orientated glass planes. 
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Figure 1 1 : Shop front Digital Representation 
The benefit of constructing a parametric model for evaluation was evident from very early 
on. The work done at every stage of the exploration was directly linked to the next level of 
exploration, negating the need for remodeling at any stage. This was the direct result of a clear 
method statement at the outset of the design phase, forming an explicit design driver for the 
geometrical relationships in the digital model. 
4.2.3. Apparatus: 
Two machines were used for this exploration. The first was the 50W Universal Series 
Laser cutter, used to produce the stnrctuml rik and the glass window panes. Clear and orange 
Acrylic was used for ~ ~ t a t i o n a l  putposes. I prefer to use a slightly higher quality cast acrylic 
sheet for h r  cut models. It has dimensional precision and a paper seal. I leave the bottom seal 
on while laser cutting, since this protects the acrylic from the heat flow back when the laser 
passes through, resutting in a cleaner cut and clear undamaged part. 
There are however two considerations to made when the using the laser cutter. The C02 
laser cutter is focused on the material for optimized cutting. The focusing of the converging beam 
results in a slight chamfer of the cut, also related to the prolonged exposure to heat at the top of 
the stock. Furthermore, the laser cutting procedure results in extremely brittle acrylic parts, partly 
due to the heat stress. It is best to handle these parts with care when removing the remainder of 
the paper protectinn film. 
The second was the Stratasys Fused Deposition Modeler [FDM] used to prototype thirty 
unique spider connections that would hold the glass pans in place. The FDM machine produces 
white ABS plastic parts from an extruded filament, resulting in a structurally sound joint ready for 
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scaled testing. A grey support material is printed at the same time, but this breaks away after 
printing completion 
Figure 12: Joint Testing 
4.2.4. Design: 
The Design was driven by two basic sets of parameters. Since it was a scaled 
exploration, the intention was never to build this at full scale, but merely to test it as a scaled 
architectural representation model. A condition was however imposed that limited that planar 
glass panel sizes to 4'x 4' at full scale. This removes a lot of the full scale fabrication, assembly 
and connection concerns, but it does open up a greater platform for form exploration and 
understanding of the prototyping tools. The material thickness partly drove the structural and 
planar part geometries. 
The shape design was the second design driver, directly related to the extremely 
complex corner opening in the provided non-Euclidean box. I decided to emulate the existing 
design aesthetic of the box in the shop front assembly design, thus confirming the direction that 
the planar subdivision and shape design would take. Setting up a parametrically controlled model 
then allowed me to explore the shape design with relation to the rest of the existing geometry. 
The shape design had length and angle variables that remained active right to the final 
model. Shape "tweakingn would result in an update of the macro shape, the structural ribs, the 
joint orientation and the planar window orientation and subdivision. 
4.2.5. Procedure 
The chosen design exploration model was used to set the basic geometrical constraints 
for the shape. 
Once produced, the parts are assembled in the order structure, joints, and panels. I 
wanted to avoid confusion by cutting the planes as single pieces and scoring only the subdivision 
lines. This proved to be detrimental, since there is no room for movement across the system, and 
the tolerance propagation brought about by the joints, which were much lower quality than the 
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laser cutting, locked up the system. The final result on the scale model yielded a beautiful 
representative model with an unfortunate amount of damaged joints. 
I ( 1  
Figure 13: The final repmentation model 
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4.3. The parametric fruit bowl 
4.3.1. Introduction 
The Parametric Fruit bowl started as an personal exploration over the 2005 Independent 
Activity Period, conceived to test both the applicability of customizable and personally fabricated 
homeware and the aesthetic appeal of such products, if any. 
Initial reaction to the artifact has been favorable; a driving indication that there might be a 
larger application of these ideological approaches to the mass market as well as developing 
contexts. Managing the construction complexity remained a challenge. 
The Fruit bowl intentionally does not set out to become a solid surface vessel or 
container; it is rather reduced to the bare essentials of providing structure, form and spatial 
delineation. Future forays might look at the addition of surface to the final product. 
4.3.2. Design 
The design was based a conceptual approach that would allow an end user to have 
control over his designed product through the modification of sliding parameter or law curves, 
shape associations or other design drivers such as table shape, room type and favorite fruit; this 
in turn outputs to a single or nested shape configuration. 
The user then has access to modify the control points from the first generated design to 
effect further shape customization of the lofted spline surface. 
Material choice and product size is established, which in turns drives the surface 
thickness, rib offsets and joint tolerance. This stage produces a very generic intersected structural 
shape with two way structural supports. The first prototype fruit bowl yielded a definitive hierarchy 
in primary and secondary structural ribs, with the cross section defining the primary shape, and 
the longitudinal ribs acting as bracing and structural interconnects. These secondary ribs were 
dissolved and dispersed as needed and did not follow the same continuity as the cross-ribs. This 
was based on an aesthetic design decision and is without a doubt the hardest feature to 
automate. 
I foresee two options for this stage. Basic connection parameters and structural 
hierarchies can operate in the background while the user adds and subtracts structure and 
material to their desire. 
Alternatively, a curvature analysis and primary / secondary delineation can drive the 
secondary structural system in a generative manner. This will allow the user to quickly cycle 
through multiple iterations without committing to any one design prematurely. 
The material choice remains interchangeable from the structural configuration and 
surface thickness, allowing the user to keep alternating these parameters late in the design 
development process. 
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Once a design is chosen from a taxonomy of structural proposals, the intersecting joint 
geometries can be created with appropriate tolerances for the chosen material. A real time cost 
estimate can be done based upon material seledion, part counts and machine time. 
The 3D strudural system is then numbered and converted to 2D geometry, laid flat and 
nested for the cutting operations. Once cut, thee parts are ready for assembly. 
The design does not currently explore the creating of solid surface artifacts, the option 
however remains to use the structural geometry to locab segmented interlocking flat panels for 
instance. 
Figure 15: Sequentially n u m m  2D parts laid flat 
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4.3.3. Models . -el - 7 , -  d .  
I constructed various prototype models during the exploration' prdess. The first prototype 
was out of 118" clear acrylic. The geometry was extracted from the 30 digital file and laid flat for 
nesting on cut sheets. The first series of parts were not numbered, a dire mistake, resulting in a 
16 hour assembly time for this prototype. This is unacceptable for any self-build scenario, 
especially where the end user lacks the underlying fabrication and assembly rigor. 
The second iteration was aptly numbered, also out of acrylic. The assembly time was 8 
hours, but not a significant improvement considering that there already existed prior assembly 
knowledge. Contributing to the problem was part orientation because of the fluid geometry and 
the drying time for the acrylic cement. I discarded this model. 
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Figure 16: The first fruit bowl prototype 
The third iteration prompted me to make small construction armatures that would support 
the main body during assembly and gluing, allowing for a more efficient process. This worked, but 
gluing the parts still seemed a laborious task. Another controlled failure. 
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Friction-fit of the acrylic parts seemed prohibitive, due to the brittle nature of the parts as 
a result of the heat stress from the laser and the lack of right angle precision from the laser cut. 
This is still to be tested in the future acrylic iterations. 
I opted to change materials and explore the same system in 118" Birch plywood. The first 
cutting operation yielded an unusable set of parts due to a difference in the joint tolerance as a 
result of the laser cutting operation and material variation. Some basic offset testing yielded the 
necessary offset distance f0.008"] to compensate for the loss of material during cutting. 
The wood iteration proved much easier to assemble, using the part friction to hold the self 
locating joints negated the need for glue. This process now needs to be repeated in other 
materials like acrylic and metal. Three successive design improvements yielded the following 
results: 
and design improvement 
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4.3.4. Apparatus 
The acrylic and plywood iterations used the 50W Universal Series Laser cutter with a 
32"x18" bed size in order to produce complex 3D assemblies from 2D cutting files. The laser 
cutting operation results in different right angle or edge conditions for every material choice and 
thickness. These need to be tested and mapped individually to create an index of required 
offsets. These offsets could be automated through scripting in any CAD environment, essentially 
operating as a pre-prinvcut operation. 
One suggestion that has not been tested is heat treating the acrylic parts after cutting to 
alleviate the edge stress locked in by the laser cutting operation. This runs the risk of damaging 
and warping the part completely. 
The option exists to make these parts on a water jet cutter. This ocdudes the option for 
economically accessible personal fabrication, but it does allow for testing the system with metals 
and other non-laser materials. The water jet can be modified to not have the edge chamfer 
condition like the laser cutter. 
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4.3.5. Procedure 
The Parametric Fruit bowl process starts with basic spline geometry, which in turn 
creates a lofted surface shape that then transfqrms into a thick surface based on the material 
choice and width. This thick surface is subdivide into intersecting ribqeometrical artifacts, which 
in turn are numbered and laid flat into 2D cut-shqets. These cut sheets are sent to a laser cutter, 
cutting the parts out of a 118' planar stock.  it^^^^^,^ i,e~, ,  ,-- , " - 9 I . v  if 
For efficiency testing purposes, the cuffing and assembly times were recorded to 
establish a datum for measuring process impro~ernent~~,;, j4 ..,, - - 
. , The system remains as complex as when it was conceived, but the end user is only 
exposed to the shape deckion and part assembly operatiins, keeping it accessible, yet 
customizable. . , - . H -  !p- fi p ..jp,? bi7 :.. ! ei-. >. * t  I , zi tt,.l , ,... 7 i , . , ; , I  , ,  . , , 
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The lnstant'~6u=e, ~ontrbl sample 




. The lnstant house was the first physical implementation of preceding research Professor 
Lawrence Sass conducted with Victoria Lee and Nic Rader. The principles for the fabrication 
preparation and the construction methodology were derived from his Wood Grammar House 
research [Sass, 20051 \ The research was conducted over the summer semester of 2005, with the project team 
? %  4 consisting out of Nic Rader, Maggie Nelson, Diana Nee and myself. ;a,\ i ~ ~ ~ l ~  L 
The building shape was a generic image, essentially a parody of what most westernized 
habitants would subconsciously associate with the shape of a house. After completion, two 
unrelated events affirmed that the prototype bullding existed as a habitable structure; the buildhlg 
inspector requested whether proper documentation was filed with the City of Cambridge for 
permission to erect a house on Massachusetts Avenue. Additionally, we realized that some of the 
local homeless people started frequenting the structure at night, since it provided shelter from the 
rain, with the built-in furniture providing ample space to sleep. 
4.4.2. Design 
The process is divided into five stages, namely shape design, design development, 
evaluation, fabrication and construction. The initial prototype testing was performed manually, 
mapping the process for future automation. In order to establish a datum between the design and 
fabrication processes, we referenced the generative subdivision grammar: The Wood Frame 
Grammar [Sass, 20051. I . 
A basic shape model was prepared in AutoCAD. The chosen design was a typical 45 
degree pitch roof with a rectangular plan measuring 9-0" by W-0". It had a gable end on either 
side, with a ground clearance of 2'4". This first prototype was intended to be implemented on a 
non-uniform surface prone to flooding, and raising it removed the need for extensive foundation 
work. 
Figure 19: Scaled model of the lnstant Hous 
4.4.2.1. Design Development model 
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A solid design model was made of the intended design shape. This shape model was shelled in 
accordance with the 0.75" stock plywood thickness. The window volumes were subtracted and 
the structural orientation established, in turn influencing the placement of the primary structural 
supports. The shell geometry was used to establish the intersection of structure and wall voids. 
Girder operations modified the studs over the base support at no more than a 7'-10" spacing and 
notched joints were created for the overlapping Y and X direction studs. Corner bracing studs 
were added. The window and door volumes were subtracted from the stud frame, followed by a 
framing procedure for each opening. 
Figure 20: Primary construction steps 
4.4.2.2. Part Subdivision 
Surface geometries were utilized to create individual panels, with studs subtracted to 
form plane locator holes, with 1/16" and 1/32" tolerances respectively. Panels were then 
subdivided to conform to the stock size. The subdivision operation broke down the stud geometry 
into roughly 4'-On sections, adding a generic T-brace at every subdivision point. The T-brace adds 
rigidity and serves as a spacer. 
For part labeling, +W?b3, translates to external [+I wall [Wl number one [I], panel located 
in column b, row three. 
4.4.2.3. Surface unfolding operation 
Unfolding is conducted on a layer by layer basis. Uniquely numbered parts were 
realigned to the world UCS and converted to 2D polyline geometry. Generic parts [shims, dog 
bones and T-braces] were counted, replicated in 2D prior to nesting operation. 
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Figure 21: The Instant House with all cut sheets 
4.4.3. Models 
After the design development process produces parts for fabrication, a laser cut model 
was produced at l"=l-O'scale, utilizing the same cutting geometry as used for full scale house. 
This assists with the construction sequence confirmation, testing part interconnects and allowing 
for subjective design evaluation in real space. The process takes sonly a few hours and 
reproduces a perfect replica, albeit without friction coefficient testing. For this purpose, full scale 
test joints and design details are fabricated. 
Once accepted, the part geometry was output to the CNC router for fabrication out of %" 
plywood sheets. The process can be reset prior to full scale fabrication in the event of "failure." 
Scripted stop frame digital animation was used to test the assumed assembly sequence. 
This also has the opportunity to drive future nesting, cutting and reverse order packing operations 
in order to simplify on-site assembly. 
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4.4.4. Apparatus 
The file preparation was petformed in AutoCAD on a laptop The primary objedive is to 
automate this component af the pmcegs b the point where it am b an+ite after the 
design model is gmerated b conform to the kml ur~lrnaarlar me& desires. 
The emluation w'r#ldm a h e r  g d m a ~ c h - ~ .  
We used a W ~nE/ersd&;C02 withs.dir4a brrgsha 
- I ? & ,  , - 
We ot 48% gS" hr the pIywood cutting 
wars ~ l e a n e d ~ ~ ~  - , ,  r file and the parOs w#m mUEI(ly waterproofed with Thompson's Water 
Rubber mallets, crowbars and metal clamps were used to assemble the friction house in 
its entirety. 
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4.4.5. Procedure 
4.4.5. I. Part Fabrication 
Individual cut sheets were exported from AutoCAO to EZcam for G-Code 
generation. Tool paths were separated into one scoring path named Label, and two 
cutting paths named Hole and Part Cutting stock is always represented at full scale, and 
preset configurations were used to determine spindle and traversing speeds. The G- 
Code drives the CNC router operation through its proprietary software, TechnoCNC. We 
were able to enhance the fabrication quality through a traditional router technique 
referred to as climb cutting, achieved by rotating the bit in the cutting direction. This 
reduces the need for part finishing before assembly and preserves the cutting quality of 
the router bit. 
The stock, 114 %" thick 4'x 8' sheets of COX plywood were screwed to a spacer 
sheet of W" MDF which in turn lays on the router bed. Parts were cut, removed, finished 
and stacked in reverse assembly sequence. 
4.4.5.2. Construction 
This construction typology circumvents expensive paper based design methods 
requiring multiple layers of skill in order generate, read, and translate and construct, while 
also reducing mechanical dependency and increasing on-site efficiency. An 8' x 10' room 
was assembled by two people over four days. Components are small enough to be 
carried by one person, eliminating the need for cranes or scaffolding. A ladder comes 
complete with the house kit. 
Figure 23: Maximum size of single plywood sheet was 6' x 4' for easy carrying 
A basic cleared site is all that is needed, allowing for the laying out of concrete 
blocks and the base footings. Layout space for numbered parts is ideal, but not critical. 
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The girders, studs and floor panels are combined to form a rigid waffle slab. Studs are 
then constructed in a circular motion, creating a rigid structural mesh through the addition 
of the T-brace elements, followed by the window framing procedure. The Interior panels 
are located and locked in place with a structural plate and shim. The stud frame serves 
as temporary scaffolding while mounting elevated exterior panels. Dog bone connectors 
ensure the effective transfer of shear force across the entire monocoque timber 
construction. 
Digital construction methods differ significantly from traditional analog processes. 
In the case of the lnstant house unique parts had one intended position with a 
predetermined tolerance design built in during the digital design development modeling 
operation. The result is a complex system of interlocking parts, cross-referencing and 
self-correcting each other. In the event that the tolerance dynamics vary across the 
system, a conflict will arise, resulting in unintended creep, specifically noticed vertically 
on the exterior panels. 
As this was the first prototype, opportunity exists to increase assembly efficiency. 
Firstly reduce the friction coefficient between parts and adjust the tolerance between 
subdivided planar geometry to suit the overall system criteria. 
Figure 24: Sequence of assembly starting with the waffled p l p  
sandwich of walls and studs. 
lnstant House 
Control Model 
I .O Building Material 0.75" 
2.0 Plywood Waterproofing 12-1 5gal 
3.0 Number of components 984 
4.0 Days for cutting 
5.0 Days to assemble 
6.0 Cost 114 
Table 1 results of instant house case study 
rood slal 3 concluding with a full 
CDX Plywood 
Thompson's Water seal 
Parts 




$22/sheet = $2,508 
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4.5. The Instant House Variations: Local Customization and Fabrication 
4.5.1. Davies [2005] opens his seminal prefabrication publication with a quote: "When I was 
younger, it was plain to see, 1 must make something of myself. Older now, 1 walk the back 
streets, admiring the houses, of the very poor," from William Carlos Williams. 
Customized housing within these social contexts, is not intended as paradoxical, but 
acknowledges the personalization and customization already rife in low cost construction from 
Levittown to Soweto. 
The aim is to present a novel design and prefabrication process for mass customized 
emergency, transitional and developing contexts, building on past research on The Wood 
Grammar House [Sass, 20051 and The lnstant House[Botha et al 20061. The process aims to 
give agency to the end user, utilizing generative computational methods and Computer 
Numerically Controlled [CNC] fabrication techniques to accommodate for design customization in 
this previously monotonous genre. Initially the process utilizes the end user exclusively for 
assembly purposes, but taking a page from Gershenfeld's [2005] Fablab and given sufficient local 
resources, the system could ship as an autonomous micro- manufacturing factory, capitalizing on 
the availability of local labor, minimizing logistical costs and circumventing political lethargy while 
symbiotically paring with prevailing development concepts in micro-financing and marketing. It 
does not intend to replace prefabrication enterprise, but more likely it will form a symbiotic 




, - Building Components 
Figure 25: Example of on-site construction including materials supply, small scale router computer 
and building construction [Sass] 
The process lends itself to customization, embodying principles of lean production [Pine, 
1993a1, flexible computer-integrated manufacturing strategies and reduced cycle times; all 
effecting rapid response times. A direct instantaneous [Pine, 1993bl link can be established 
between generative design and fabrication and evaluation system. The end user can participate 
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in this decision process, without incurring cost beyond the initial technological infrastructure. A 
generative system that mechanizes the interaction between user, designer and fabrication, 
attempts to effectively deploy customized dwellings without incurring a cost premium. It is not 
intended that the process proliferates cosmetic change [Chin, 20051, but more importantly 
structural and spatial variation. 
4.5.2. Design 
The Instant house process produces a customized, habitable mono-material [plywood] 
structure, manually assembled. The materials are connected with a limited number of joint types 
that sustain their assembly through locater geometry and mechanical fastening. 
The process proposes the development of an automated generative system, first for 
shape design and secondly for fabrication through a generative subdivision based on the Wood 
Frame Grammar [Sass, 20051. With the design informed by a predefined construction system, it 
allows the two processes to coexist, setting a framework for customization. 
The sttape design ccmmamm with the stwtwhg af a morpSlological box [Grant]. 
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and the results in turn moped to design taxonomy. The tamnomy sems as the first eva!uaWn 
platform, allowing fw comparative analysis of the entire m%bbc of generated designs. 
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A design was selected from the taxonomy and the chosen shape design serves as the 
first iteration for the design development model. Parameterization of this process allows for 
custom site and client specific variations, controlled algorithmically to evaluate potential designs. 
The process of shape selection borrows from contemporary product development 
process simplifying the architectural enclosure to one macro object comprising of a discreet 
combination of assemblies constructed from both custom and generic parts, each assembly 
respecting tolerance, friction and its sequential hierarchy similar to a Building Information 
Modeling [BIM] process. A second design variation was chosen to produce a single space, four 
person houses, suitable for a hot arid climate. The shape design uses cross ventilation, vertical 
heat stacks, slanted walls and algorithmically defined window orientation to counter solar heat 
gain and allow passive cooling. 
Figure 27: Control sample and design variation based on principles of construction with digital 
fabrication. 
The system starts with a design shape as a surface model in CAD; secondly rules of 
construction based on 5/4" plywood transform surfaces to 30 solid objects with interlocking 
components .The grammar utilizes a basic subdivision grammar to define three non traditional 
timber construction subdivision categories: End walls, Comers and lnfill Panels. "Corners" define 
the absolute coordinates of multiple plane connections, while the "end wall" translates the 
structural geometry turning from one plane to a second adjacent plane. The "infill panels" serves 
as interconnecting membranes for the first two geometries. The corner and end wall geometry 
underpins the novelty of the system as it redefines the nature of comer conditions for timber 
frame construction. 
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Figure 28: The system applied to the second shape variant 
4.5.3. Models 
A scaled In=1'-0" model was built of the second variation using the 1/16" laser cut 
chipboard. The model was geometrically more complex than the first iteration and required a 
more sequentially specific assembly sequence than the first iteration. 
In parallel to the second variation, both the South End Technology Center [SETC] and 
the Counsel for Scientific and Industrial Research [CSIR], South Africa, built cardboard models 
locally using the cut sheets from the first house. 
This was a precursor to building a scaled and full scale iteration of the Instant House 
based on a localized design prototype. 
4.5.4. Apparatus 
I used a 100W Universal Series Laser cutter with a 32" x 18" bed for the model 
fabrication at the MIT Media Lab. The participants in the Fablabs in South Africa and the SETC 
each used a 24x12" Versa laser to cut their parts. 
Full scale fabrication testing is underway at the Shoshinguwe Fablab, South Africa, using 
a Torchmate 3 CNC router. This had the benefit of being substantially less expensive than the 
Techno CNC router we used on the first iteration. 
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Figure 29: Small scale router and CNC cut boxes with friction based assemblies [Sass] 
4.5.5. Procedure 
The continuation of the Instant House researched aimed to delve more deeply into the 
shape customization operations available to the end users of these houses. Basic evaluations 
were made on structural efficiency and density, and it was decided to maintain the same 
structural spacing until more rigorous calculations were performed. 
Animated simulation was used in the same manner to evaluate the construction 
sequence. This informed the nesting and cutting hierarchy, allowing for an optimized packing 
arrangement in the event of shipping 
The South African full scale variation would not rely only on friction fit fastening, but also 
mechanical methods. It will capitalize on the presence of the locator geometry for part orientation 
and location, as well as making sure the spacing and tolerances were balanced across the 
system. This prototype allowed for material variations and additional testing for the integration of 
services, insulation and other modifications. 
While this variation yielded some new geometrical challenges, it was important to mange 
the part proliferation in order to reduce the assembly complexity as much as possible. 
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5.0. Results 
5.1 Introduction 
Where the opportunity for a serendipitous experience falls away willis, 20051 through a 
robust digital construction model, the CNC prefabrication process remains a craft-like experience, 
allowing for variation and "after-market" customization. 
I set out to explore the influence that proper joint design, local and system tolerance 
would have on efficiency of construction assembly for personally fabricated customized products. 
The results have been varied but highly informative. 
All the methods reflect performance based on their production and assembly time. The 
beauty of the scalable 20 to 30 fabrication techniques are that it gives accurate time data at both 
test and final scales. The assembly time component of the work does not scale linearly in this 
manner. 
5.2 Customization 
5.2.1 Architectural mass-customization, specifically in the development of transitional and low 
cost housing, is extremely beneficial. It allows the end users or housing recipients to have a 
home that responds to both their individual needs and the local vernacular. This is a substantial 
improvement on both the Texas-manufactured GasCon spray concrete- and South African Moladi 
cast concrete housing with its one size fits all mentality. 
5.2.2 Developing an interface or method that acknowledges and incorporates local design 
drivers is critical. Large parts of these processes have been automated [stitching, subdivision, lay 
flat operations, nesting]. Investing future research time in formalizing software that will automate 
the entire process from first design variation to fabrication will support the theoretical aspirations 
of customized housing for the masses. 
5.2.3. In the four method studies I conducted, there was very little if any use for instructions or 
construction documentation. This was a result of codified sequential construction, where during 
the customization and fabrication process, all parts were appropriately numbered and cross 
referenced with the appropriate joint tolerances included. 
5.2.4 Critical to the customization process is acknowledging how localized assembly and 
manufacturing will take place. These are critical design or process drivers, influenced by labor 
skill level, material and machinery availability. 
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5.2.5 All of the localized shape variations for the house were done manually based on the 
preset construction system and the unique vernacular consideration at every site. Orientation, 
window placement and the use natural ventilation plays an important part in making the building 
is a good fit for the site. Once we have a feel for these given vernacular variants, it is possible to 
rely more on generative methods for the shape exploration. This in turn makes the evaluation and 
subsequent simulation processes more efficient. 
5.2.6 The early exploration models were all static 30 AutoCAD representations. It is possible to 
reconstruct these in a parametric platform, but one has to carefully weigh the benefit against its 
future usability and computational efficiency. Using a generative shape design system gives more 
efficient access to variation, while relying more on the use of sequential scripts for fabrication 
preparation. 
5.2.7 The same digital data is also used for aesthetic evaluation, lighting study and assembly 
simulation. The latter allows us to infer nesting hierarchies for the cutting operations based on the 
sequential demand for parts during construction. This is more critical in the envisioned scenario of 
self assembly and on-site fabrication. The simulation further assists in making the construction 
process visually intuitive and accessible for even low-skilled labor. The construction sequence 
becomes more critical with customized shape solutions, because the parts rely on explicit 
interlocking in order to self locate and brace. 
Initial simulations can also assist in analyzing structural efficiency and fastening methods. 
Material variation is more difficult to review. 
5.3 Performance Criteria and Evaluation 
5.3.1 In a typical manufacturing, construction or assembly scenario, time has a sustained 
impact across all operations. Machine time, labor, transportation timeldistance directly affect 
financial success and the quality of the end product. Parallel considerations that are critical to 
improving the fabrication process is the elimination of waste, in both material and energy 
expended. 
5.3.2 With the shop front scale model, the objective was to test the parametric software and the 
viability of using multiple prototyping techniques to build the scale model. Aesthetically the system 
was a great success. It was geometrically complex, visually appealing and complete. A closer 
look exposes some of the underlying technical failures that would have been more detrimental at 
real scale. The tolerance design was low in the FDM parts, a natural derivative of the process. In 
contrast, the laser cut planar windows had a very high tolerance, exacerbated by the fact that the 
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individual panes were scored and not cut. During assembly, the majority of the FDM joints failed 
as a result of stress. At real scale assembly, the joints assembly would precede the glass panes, 
which will either break under the stress, or not fit at all. This is typically solved by subdividing 
planes appropriately in addition to having lower joint-toglass tolerances. Silicone beading 
typically seals the tolerance joint between glass panes. 
5.3.3 The friction fit joints present on the fruit bowl and the house explorations, works 
exceptionally well in keeping located parts in place. Various concerns were however raised during 
the construction processes of both these projects. With the fruit bowl there was no friction used 
on the first iteration. Parts were carefully taped down and glued. With subsequent iterations, I 
performed joint friction testing, using a 0.009" offset on either side of both interlocking joints. This 
proved to be too tight, since it was very hard to push parts down all the way. With a 0.008" offset, 
the parts assembled more easily, with a marked time improvement. The data was expected. At 
larger scale however, relying on the material malleability or compliance is dangerous for various 
reasons. The friction is determined by the tolerance, affected by the quality and precision of on- 
site fabrication. Too low and it fails, too high and you waste too much time assembling, 
sometimes damaging smaller brittle parts in the process. Basic force calculations can determine 
the force needed for activation the friction joints. 
5.3.4 Using a lower tolerance design and making use of the tabs and locator geometry for part 
orientation and placement before adding mechanical fasteners makes more sense. In a litigious 
world it adds certainty of part position and permanence, allowing also for more concrete structural 
analysis. The edge stitching feature can be incredibly well utilized for adding mechanical 
fasteners [nails, screws], allowing for better shear force distribution round the corner joints. It is 
critical to remember that the novelty of time saving lies in the system, and not in the fastening 
method. 
5.3.5 Snap-fit joints offer an additional solution, though at housing scale these assemblies 
typically suffer from more compliance across the system than more rigid fastening systems. The 
compliance does offer the ability to absorb some of the shear force load transition without 
relocation or failure. Its suitability is influenced by the material type relative to assembly scale. 
5.3.6 The framing system of the Instant House projects lacks good diagonal bracing, an issue 
that is solved with the addition of the planar membranes inside and out. The system is temporarily 
braced and orientated through the contact points in each interlocking joint. 
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Figure 30: Interlocking system cross-braced by membrane layer 
5.3.7 Not relying solely on friction opens up the option of structural analysis aimed at reducing 
the frame density. Suitable testing and engineering calculation will yield a median density which 
can be adhered to in applications where testing will not be readily available. Finite Element 
Analysis or curvature analysis can highlight problem areas for force transition and add additional 
frame bracing accordingly. -. r c 
C 
Joint design, tolerance and fabrication 
5.4.1 Assembly tolerance propagation: Traditional construction suffers extensively form 
cumulative error, frequently corrected onaite or in-situ. In contrast, the majority of the research 
explorations in Chapter 4 were prone to the opposite effect. Contemporary digital manufacturing 
and construction techniques impose a system of overconstraint on the macro-assembly, with 
fewer or no opportunities for self correction. This condition is brought about by tolerance design 
that is too precise, unavoidably clashing with inherent material properties, specifically natural 
materials such as timber which suffers from warping, buckling, contraction and deformation. This 
type of failure was seen in both the shop front model and the full scale version of the Instant 
House. During the house construction there was typically a 1/32" to 1116" tolerance on every 
connection between the structure tabs and the outside. skjn. There was little room for error or 
movement, and there was no tolerance allowance between the individual external panels. This 
translated into a vertical creep up the structural frame, resulting in a 3/16" to X" misalignment in 
the top row of panels. We had to manually modify the studs. 
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Figum 31 : Vertical creep caused by over constraint 
5.4.2 This probbm can be solved by introducing design features that will release the over 
constraint in a controlled manner, similar to the car seat example as discussed by Whitney 
[2004]. Some basic alternatives were tested and are shown below. 14, L r  
- .  ' .  j ,  1 
5.4.3 Choosing a horizontal ~ 8 n W n e  an allowing the planes- to ~xpand or locate in a 
controlled manner to either side is a viable option. This way the notched seam integrity is 
maintained and no additional on-site adjustment of parts is necessary. 
Figure 32: Joint hierarchy zones established, joints tolerance relaxed along zone edge lines. On the 
right this method is applied to the second variation 
5.4.4 Calculations typically used in calculating tolerance range in multi-part welding assemblies 
whitney 20041, make it possible to accurately estimate- the toleranqe variation in a given system. 
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5.4.5 Material variance can be absorbed at different stages during the design and fabrication 
operations. The original design data is in 30 format. The material thickness need to be accurately 
represented [see BIM I CAD dimensionality1 digital to analog] during this stage to avoid geometry 
conflict during the construction phase. Once the cutting data is prepared, there exists the option 
to allow for local tolerance variance in the 20 file. 
Both the fruit bowl and Instant House exploration has significant affect on the tolerance 
and joint design possibilities. The acrylic used in the first fruit bowl becomes very brittle as a 
result of the heat stress during laser cutting. This makes it less suitable for friction or snap-fit 
assemblies. The reciprocal benefit of using wood is that it works in both tension and compression, 
but has malleable joints due to edge deformation and compliance. This is more noticeable at 
larger scale in the house as oppose to the product scale [fruit bowl]. 
5.4.6 With the 20 cutting data representing the intended cut outline or hole boundaries, it is 
quite simple to adjust the path offset based on the cutting methods or tool dimensions. A friction 
fit joint in laser cut plywood typically needs to make up for 0.008" of material loss along cutting 
edge, thus offsetting to the outside of the cutting line by this margin will solve this problem. If one 
was to develop a future software interface, this step could be automated by pre-selection of tool 
and materials. The same operation can be applied when using the CNC router. 
5.4.7 When using the CNC router, be cognizant of the rounded corners on the inside of press 
fit joints. This can be solved by parametrically translating the path offset at that point to the inside 
of the stock to absorb the curve. The material compliance will however reduce the accuracy of the 
part location with this method. A better method to use is to chamfer the joint at said location to 
half the depth of the radius offset. This solves the geometry conflict ans allows for a perfect 
interlocking fit. 
5.4.8 When using the router on planar stock, be aware of the grain direction. A traditional 
technique is to differentiate between climb-cutting [with the grain] and chip cutting [against the 
grain]. Climb cutting will give you a smoother edge condition, requiring less part finishing after 
cutting. This is another operation which could be pre-selected during setup, then becoming an 
explicit technical driver for the tool path algorithm. 
5.4.9 It is important to understand that registration geometry is an essential part of this new 
working method. The Stata center employed this technique extensively in locating the 
prefabricated panels sent over by Bill Zhaner. In my early studies it was quickly identified as not 
being enough to just number parts, the numbering operations should also cross-reference part 
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numbers to joint locations. This single addition has the ability to remove the need for paper 
instruction altogether. 
5.4.10 The assembly force needed could be calculated with the existing system. The real use of 
this data is more applicable in machine assembly and manufacturing under controlled conditions. 
It is yet to be established how the Torchmate router fares in an on-site fabrication scenario with 
regards to speed, efficiency and cutting edge quality or consistency. 
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6.0. Conclusion 
Architectural customization strategies will evolve and improve incrementally over the coming 
decade. My primary concern with the entire body of rasearch is that it remains oognizant of the 
end user, its inherent importance to remain geographically anonymous and unconstrained, yet act 
in a location specific manner when implemented. 
Figure 33: Transplanting Technology 
In order for the technology to be scalable across culture and economic divide, it needs to 
be adaptable, socially aware and without ownership constraint. The success of the latter 
statement will be tested as we transplant the Instant House system to South Africa. The 
aspiration is to have them test the system in a scaled n+mdd environment, then do basic full scale 
testing followed by a lacally designed unit. 
MIT then assists with fabrication preparation using the given system, and not shape design. 
The prepared cutting data will be output to an on-she router in the Fablab at Shoshinguwe. 
The project success is directly related to the communrty understanding and embracing the 
opportunities stored in it for both developing customkdd enclosures and additions. 
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Figure 34: Fabricateable variations [Sass] 
I Control CSIR MIT 
Model (Built) Proposal #I Proposal #I 
scluare 80 280 
Footage 350 
Cost $2500 $9,000 $11,000 
@$32/& 
Hours to 55.00 hrs 192 240 
Build 
Days to 6 days 24 days 30 days 
Build 
Hours to 35 hrs 122 hrs 
Assemble 153 hr 
Day to 
Assemble 4bys 15 days 19 davs 
Total 10 days 39 days 49 days 
Production 
Table 2: Project outline [Sass] 
1 '  
Having developed a series of methods, the larger part of the intellectual complexity is hidden 
and can be taken for granted. Experimenters will obviously have more exposure and versatility, 
adopted at their own pace. 
These projects attempt to harness innovation through social and educational change, 
building on Me creative cultures specific to every region. The benef$s of providing sophisticated 
tools to these rural locations is to prevent the lag typically experienced in established 
construction typologies like the US. The technology adoption rate also increases exponentially in 
a scenario where the perception is that the community own and harness it independently. 
The technology effectively scales to Western culture. The primary benefit of the router over 
the cotemporary practice of using a portable table saw in traditional timber frame construction, 
lies in its versatility and precision. Furthermore it allows for the option to reestablish a local 
manufacturing base, allowing "Proudly Made in American to be uttered without all the associated 
concerns of labor cost, unionization, lack of precision and inherent inefficiencies of legacy 
construction. 
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Figure 35: DDFG, Made in Cambridge, USA 
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